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e-Governance in India: Security
Issues, Hindrances and Benefits

groups. So, the above mention tasks are
performed between the following groups:
 Government-to-Citizens (G2C)

Dr. Nikisha B. Jariwala
Asst. Professor
Smt. Tanuben & Dr. Manubhai Trivedi
College of Information Science, Surat
n.b.jariwala@ieee.org

 Government-to-Business (G2B)
 Government-to-Government (G2G)
It can also include back office processes and
interactions within the entire government

I. Introduction
The letter “e” (electronic) in the terminology
e-Governance

implies

Information

and

Communication Technology (ICT) driven
governance. e-Governance is a technology
which brings government closer to ordinary
people, reduces lots of manual work, save
time and money and also ensures transparency
in functioning, so eliminating corruption.
According to other authors, e-Governance is
the application of ICT for the following tasks
[1]:
 Delivering government services
 Exchange of information
 Executing transactions
 Integration of various stand-alone
systems and services
Through the e-Governance, the government
services will be made available to the citizens
in a convenient, efficient and transparent
manner. The three main groups that can be
distinguished in governance concepts are
government, citizens and businesses/interest

framework. It can also be referred to as
“enabled” government, the government that
delivers different and better programs and
services [2].
Terms

such

democracy”,
frequently
government”.

as

“data

resale”,

“e-politics”
mentioned
Neither

“digital

etc.

are

also

same

as

“e-

of

these

terms,

however, observes the principle of leveraging
the Internet to simplify government.
Digital democracy is, in fact, “e-politics”
rather than e-government; that is, leveraging
the Internet to simplify the election process. It
is important that these terms not change the
objectives of e-government [3] [4].

II. E-Governance in India
E-Governance in India provides various
services to citizens, business and government
organization, offered by Central Government
agencies and different State Government
departments. The purpose of National e-
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Governance Plan (NeGP) started in 2006 is to

III. Security issues

make all Government services accessible to

Security

is

all

about

protecting

the

the common man in his locality, through

Information and Communication Technology

Common Service Centers (CSC) set up across

(ICT) assets of e-Governance. Following is

India. On February 2012, about 97,159 CSCs

the list of various information security issues

was operational with different brand names

[13][14][15]:

and started delivering services to people.
There are more than 100 e-governance

Malware attack

applications

There are various types of malware: Virus,

running

all

over

India

[2][3][5][6][7].

worms and Trojan. Computer viruses are

The purpose of e-Governance (www.indg.in)

small software programs that are designed to

portal is to support the ongoing e-Governance

spread from one computer to another and to

movement in India by providing facility to

interfere with computer operation. Virus needs

access information related to e-governance

the medium of transmission. Worm is similar

initiatives, awareness about online legal

to virus, but only difference is that worm does

services, mobile governance, RTI etc. to the

not need the medium of transmission. The

citizen [8][9].

difference between worm and Trojan is that,
the Trojan need explicit installation to become

The

foundation

of

NeGP

by

Indian

active. So if any type of virus attack is done

Government provides the long-term growth of

on the system, it may get crash and becomes

e-Governance within the country. It provides

unavailable to the authorized users.

facility to create the right governance and
institutional mechanisms, set up the core

Data Diddling

infrastructure and policies and implements a

Data diddling means illegal or unauthorized

number of Mission Mode Projects at the

data alteration within the system. These

center, state and integrated service levels to

changes can occur before and during data

create a citizen-centric and business-centric

input or before output. Data diddling cases

environment for governance [10][11][12].

have

already

affected

banks,

payrolls,

inventory records, credit records, school
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transcripts and virtually all other forms of data

Data integrity threats

processing known. So if modified information

Data integrity threat is to be considered when

is presented to the user then it may create

an unauthorized user can alter an information

misunderstanding

stream.

about

the

government

policies etc.
Confidentiality
Masquerading

Confidentiality

refers

to

protection

of

In general, Masquerade means to disguise. In

information from disclosure. For example, to

system security masquerade attack is a type of

the press or to release through improper

attack in which one system assumes the

disposal techniques, or to those who are not

identity of another. A masquerade may be

entitled to have the same. It raises questions

attempted through the use of stolen logon IDs

related to the privacy of individuals. The

and passwords, through finding security gaps

United States passes as act which is “The

in programs, or through bypassing the

Privacy Act of 1974”. According to this Act

authentication mechanism.

any organization should follow some steps
when it gathers any personal information of
any individual.

DoS Attack
A type of attack on a network that is designed
to bring the network to its knees by flooding it

IV. Hindrances for e-Governance

with useless traffic is called Denial of Service

It is possible to demonstrate hindrances for e-

attack. Many DoS attacks, such as the Ping of

Governance by considering two perspectives:

Death

Government and citizen.

and

Teardrop

attacks,

exploit

limitations in the TCP/IP protocols. Like

Both Government and citizen

viruses, new DoS attacks are constantly being

Lack of IT illiteracy

dreamed up by hackers. There are many

In India, illiteracy is the big issue. People are

counter measures present but still attackers are

illiterate, so they are not able to use

always successful in DoS attack.

computers. There is a need to aware people
about the benefits of IT & e-governance.
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Crimes related to network

information is collected which lead to

Lot of problems related to network crime and

incomplete system.

security such as viruses, forgery, hacker
attacks,

spoofing,

spamming,

Denial

of

Service

Attack,

masquerading

etc

are

Resistance to change the departmental
processes

increasing day by day.

Re-engineering is needed, if the complete and

Lack of IT Law

successful

There is no relevant Information Technology

projects is to be done. A change in

Act present. So, people are reluctant to use IT

administrative

resources.

administrative procedures is also needed. But

Government

the executives and employees are not ready to

deployment

of

e-governance

processes,

restructuring

do it.
Obstacle to use IT equipment by
government department

Authority and responsibility recognition

The mindset of government employee is

The policies, rules and regulation are to be

different from the employees of private

clearly

sectors. They think that they can maintain data

responsibility of the people and government

more easily and speedily on papers rather than

employee.

computers.

The

government

formed

for

the

authority

and

employees

always resist to learn new technology. So they

Maintenance of system

resist workflow technologies, MIS, ERP and

Experts and skilled employees are needed for

DBMS.

regular and timely maintenance. As in IT,
change

is

the

only

constant.

So,

the

Lack of integration between government

technology should be updated by the arrival of

departments

new one.

The complete and effective design of any
application

requires

a

close

integration

Regularly updation of content

between the government departments. But still

Like technology upgradation, Information

there is inadequate integration, so incomplete

kept on the website is to be updated regularly.
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Many

government

sites

contain

old

Training and guidelines to non-expert users

and

up-to-the-date

Citizens in rural areas are not expert and so

information is to be kept on the sites. So, for

they need training and guidance for using e-

that also employees are needed.

governance services. Mostly in rural areas

information,

new

computer literate people are very less. So
Citizen

government should give knowledge about the
computer to them.

User friendly interface
If people accept and use e-governance then it

V. Benefits of e-Governance

becomes successful. So the interface must be

 It increases the efficiency of the current

designed in such a way that any citizen
whether they are elder, rich, poor, disabled,

system.


It makes communication speedier by

low literate or non-native etc. must be able to

various

use it.

Internet, Phones, and Cell Phones.


Privacy of secret data
Citizens are highly concerned about the

media

such

as

It also reduced the time taken in

normal communication.
 It simplifies the process of information

confidentiality and privacy of their personal
data. So to be successful in e-governance,

communication

gathering.


Internet

and

Phones

makes

cheaper

saving

valuable

privacy of the data must be first valued in

communication

developing and maintaining websites.

money for the government as it remove paperbased communication.

Accessible to rural areas



It changes the way governments

E-governance website should be accessible by

function, ensuring much more transparency in

any citizen from any place at any time.

the

Although people are using internet, but still

corruption.

there are many people who are not able to



functioning,

thereby

eliminating

ICT helps make the information

access it due to some reasons such as

available

online

eliminating

illiteracy, inadequate IT technology etc.

possibilities of hiding of information.

all

the
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Introduction of e-Governance brings

governments closer to citizens


Once the governing process is made
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Not all Wi-Fi networks are created equal. WiFi access points can function in either “adhoc” or “infrastructure” mode, and many WIFi-enabled devices can only connect to
infrastructure-mode networks, not ad-hoc
ones.
Wi-Fi networks in infrastructure mode are
generally created by Wi-Fi routers, while adhoc networks are usually short-lived networks
created by a laptop or other device. But it isn’t
always so simple.
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without requiring a centralized access point.

Infrastructure and Ad-Hoc Modes
Explained

For example, let’s say you have two laptops
in

and you’re sitting in a hotel room without Wi-

infrastructure mode. Devices on the network

Fi. You can connect them directly with ad-hoc

all communicate through a single access point,

mode to form a temporary Wi-Fi network

which is generally the wireless router. For

without needing a router. The new Wi-Fi

example, let’s say you have two laptops sitting

Direct standard also builds on ad-hoc mode,

next to each other, each connected to the same

allowing devices to communicate directly over

wireless network. Even when sitting right next

Wi-Fi signals.

Most

Wi-Fi

networks

function

to each other, they’re not communicating
directly.

Instead,

they’re

communicating

indirectly through the wireless access point.
They send packets to the access point —
probably a wireless router — and it sends the
packets back to the other laptop. Infrastructure
mode requires a central access point that all
devices connect to.
Ad-hoc mode is also known as “peer-to-peer”
mode. Ad-hoc networks don’t require a
centralized access point. Instead, devices on
the wireless network connect directly to each
other. If you set up the two laptops in ad-hoc
wireless mode, they’d connect directly to each
other without the need for a centralized access
point.
Advantages and Disadvantages
Ad-hoc mode can be easier to set up if you
just want to connect two devices to each other

Infrastructure mode is ideal if you’re setting
up a more permanent network. Wireless
routers that function as access points generally
have

higher-power

wireless

radios

and

antennas so they can cover a wider area. If
you’re using a laptop to set up a wireless
network, you’ll be limited by the power of the
laptop’s wireless radio, which won’t be as
strong as a router’s.
Ad-hoc mode also has other disadvantages. It
requires more system resources as the physical
network layout will change as devices move
around, while an access point in infrastructure
mode generally remains stationary. If many
devices are connected to the ad-hoc network,
there will be more wireless interference —
each computer has to establish a direct
connection to each other computer rather than
going through a single access point. If a
device is out of range of another device it
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wants to connect to, it will pass the data

Creating Infrastructure Mode Access

through other devices on the way. Passing the

Points on Your Laptop

data through several computers is just slower
than passing it through a single access point.
Ad-hoc networks don’t scale well.
When to Use Each
Deciding when to use each type of network is
actually pretty simple. If you’re setting up a
wireless router to function as an access point,
you’ll want to leave it in infrastructure mode.
If you’re setting up a temporary wireless
network between a handful of devices, ad-hoc
mode is probably fine.
There’s one other big catch here. Many
devices don’t support ad-hoc mode because of
its limitations. Android devices, wireless
printers, Google’s Chromecast, and a wide
variety of other Wi-Fi-enabled devices don’t
want to deal with the problems of ad-hoc
networks and will refuse to connect to them,
only connecting to networks in infrastructure
mode. There’s not much you can do about

You can easily create a local area Wi-Fi
network on your laptop, whether you’re using
Windows,

Mac

OS

X,

or

Linux.

Unfortunately, most operating systems will
create an ad-hoc network by default. For
example, you can create an ad-hoc network
from the Control Panel in Windows or create
an ad-hoc network on your Ubuntu Linux
machine. This is fine if you want to connect
two laptops, but it’s very inconvenient if you
need to connect a device that only supports
networks in infrastructure mode.
If you’re using Windows 7 or 8, you can turn
your Windows laptop into an infrastructuremode wireless access point using a few
Command Prompt commands. Connectify
makes this easier by providing a nice
graphical user interface, but it’s actually just
using the hidden feature built into Windows 7
and above.

this; you just have to use a network in

If you need to create an infrastructure-mode

infrastructure mode rather than ad-hoc mode.

access point on Linux, look into the APHotspot tool. On a Mac, enabling the Internet
Sharing feature will create a network in
infrastructure mode, not ad-hoc mode.
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Complete guide to improve
website’s Domain Authority
easily
Mr. Neel Patel
(Student of MCA)
Bhagwan Mahavir College of
Management(MCA), Surat
Domain Authority is a term you must know
when you are concerned with ranking your
site on top. Ever wondered why your
competitors have higher DA than yours? If
you want to increase your DA too then this
blog is for you!
What Is Domain Authority?



Social Share



Moz Rank & trust



Age of domain



And many more

How to check Domain Authority?
After reading about DA and factors affect DA,
you must be willing to check DA score of
your website. As Best Domain Authority
Checker Tool, we suggest Moz Open Site
Explorer. Bulk DA Checker gets you authority
details of 25 sites in just one click.
Here is an example of checking the DA score
for intuitionsoftech.com.au.

Domain authority is developed by MOZ. DA
of the site can be between 0-100, lowest to
highest. If your site is launched recently, DA
of your site will be 0 or 1.
Website ranking depends upon DA. Higher
the score better the ranking and traffic.
Backlinks from high authority sites play an
important role to increase DA score.
What is a Good Domain Authority Score?
Factors that affect your domain authority
DA is a number and every site owner wants to



Website loading time



Linking root domains



No of Backlinks



Structure of website

increase it. If it’s 40, the owner wants to
achieve 50 in the next update. Domain
authority of a site is above 50 will be
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considered as an achievement. But don’t focus

Internal linking structure

only on numbers, just provide quality to users

Most website owners rush for backlinks but

and focus on the ways to Increase Your

forget to look back and hold a grip to internal

Domain Authority.

linking.

The

Proper

internal

linking

structure is beneficial to decrease bounce

How to Increase Your Domain authority?

rate by improving the user experience.

In the website’s search engine ranking Google
considers hundreds of factors. DA is one of
them. So let’s talk about how we can increase
DA of the website and they should be
followed from the very beginning of website’s
creation.
Choose a Good Domain Name
The Domain name should be relevant to
business so that visitors can remember it

As shown in the image, you can also suggest

easily. And if you are planning to buy an

recent blogs to your readers on your website

expired domain, you should read which

which is the example of internal linking.

things should be considered before buying

Remove broken links

expired domains?
Broken links should be removed from the
On-page content optimization

website because they hurt DA as well as SEO

On-page optimization matters for DA as well

ranking and leave a negative impact.No need

as

is

to remove them one by one.Go through your

optimized properly which includes title tag,

Google analytics once in a whileto remove

ALT tags of the image, Meta description,

them or you can check broken links of your

fonts, unique content and many more.

site from Online Broken Link Checker.

SEO.So

make

sureyour

website
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Click here to check if your site is mobile
friendly.

The

analysis

is

from Google

developers.
Website loading speed

Slow loading speed could be the one reason
your users don’t check your site or app.
Website should be mobile friendly

Tortoise

Loading

Speed

is

a

major

the

contributor to high bounce rates. Ideally,

basic need of every business now. If you don’t

webpage should load within 2-3 sec else you

have one,

are out of the game.

Mobile-friendly website has become

hire one of the best

web

development company who better know how
to do it for you.

Not all users will access your site from
desktop.

Study shows

that

number

of

smartphone users is increasing and so you
need to enhance your site to be easily
accessible from multiple devices. This will
increase your chances of ranking high by

Click here if you want to check page speed

positively affecting your SEO.

insights. If your site needs work they will
suggest you the Possible Optimizations and
how to fix them. They also provide the
optimized

image,

JavaScript,

and

CSS

resources for the entered page to make your
site faster and better.
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Content promotion via social media

5 Ways to Improve Office
Productivity in 2018

Promotion on social media is important
because it is a big ranking factor. Provide
social sharing buttons and encourage the
followers to share it. It will help you to drive
more traffic.

Ms. Amisha Prajapati
(Student of S.Y.MCA Integrated)
Bhagwan Mahavir College of
Management(MCA), Surat
There

are

many

tools

out

there,

communication and collaboration tools that is,
yet companies still have difficulty ideating
with remote teams. An article published
by elcom stressed

the

importance

of

collaboration in the workplace. And an article
in workfront notes how many companies think
they’re collaborating when, in fact, they may
I would be glad to know if this was helpful to

not be.

you. Let me know if you still have a cloud of
questions in your mind regarding other factors

Most CEO’s will thus tell you that when their

affecting your site.

teams can’t collaborate effectively, innovation
and productivity nosedives. It’s no secret that

ABOUT AUTHOR

ideation often requires more than one person.

Neel Patel is a passionate SEO person with a

Most innovation, in fact, involves teams of

progressive attitude in building brand image

employees building on each other’s ideas,

online by applying his broad vision skills of

sharing their insights and imagination to

SEO, SEM, SMM and everything which

challenge and edit each other, eventually

covers under Digital Marketing.

arriving at much more effective solutions.
Many team members may not even be in the
same building, city or country. Unless they
can join heads in a way that’s meaningful,
immediate

and

efficient,

innovation,

creativity, and imagination are all stifled.
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Effective communication, where a nexus of

participants are forced to capture whiteboard

ideas can be presented to teams far and near,

content that’s still available, on their personal

forms the basis of productivity.

mobile phone camera. Not the best solution

Team

members

need

a

platform

to

communicate, to share data and concepts.
Skillsets and experience must be brought to
bear on problems quickly. Solutions that
encourage spontaneity, brainstorming and the
free and instant exchange of ideas must be
embraced. Common techniques of information
sharing — like presentation screens and
conference calls must give way to methods
that leverage and unite today’s advancing realtime information sharing technologies. Only
then can we hope to remain productive in an
increasingly competitive world.

since this information can be hard to read,
virtually impossible to edit, and not always
circulated to those who need it. And forget
about security, your IP walks out the door on
that mobile phone.

2) Go Mobile, Big Screen, and Digital. Find a
digital solution that looks and writes like
paper, is portable, low-power and can run on
battery. It should have a large surface (at least
40 inches diagonally) and allow tiling
(concatenating

boards

to

expand

the

presentation) for added flexibility. It should
also be non-reflective and easy on the eyes,

So how can today’s companies boost their

with a wide viewing angle? so multiple users

productivity in 2018 and beyond? Here are 5

can collaborate. It should be light and easily

places to start:

moved between meeting spaces. You should

1) Retire the Whiteboard. Many companies and
organizations

remain

at

the

mercy

of

antiquated writing surfaces like whiteboards to
develop strategy, capture brainstorming ideas,
and

foster

team

collaboration.

During

meetings, whiteboards are often erased as
presenters make room for new ideas, concepts,
and charts. So valuable information that is not
immediately retained is lost. After a meeting,

be able to set up this device with a snap-on
wall mount, an easy clamp portable stand, or
even a simple bracket—much like a paper
flip-board. Its portability combined with the
familiar look and feel of paper conducive to
brainstorming

should

make

productive working space.

it

a

truly
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3) Seek Out a Real-Time Ideation Solution.
Eschew any solution that doesn’t permit

and make changes, and see real-time edits
from any other team member.

concepts or ideas to be challenged, edited or
improved on the spot by team members across

5) The Right Environment and Tools for

physical boundaries (next office or city) or

Creativity

geographic time zones. This, after all, is the

Klauser, writing – not typing - triggers the

essence of brainstorming. Seek out a digital

Reticular Activating System (RAS) which

tool that’s Wi-Fi enabled, one you can easily

signals your brain to focus. Creative ideas

and instantly upload to the “cloud” so remote

flow when people write, and it’s also more

attendees

whiteboard

natural when done with a technology that

sessions, or even allow multiple users to make

looks and feels like ink on real paper -- rather

changes in “real-time.” Big ideas and “client-

than tapping on the glass of an LCD device?

can

participate

in

winning” concepts are born in a tug of war of
competing concepts. Uniting the talents of a
distributed workforce is the key to success.

4) Improve

Productivity

by

Managing

Meeting Content. Your valuable insights,
data, or ideas shouldn’t disappear just
because you move on with your presentation
to the next screen or page. Your ‘writing
canvas’ is ideally endless, it expands or
shrinks in an instant. Your new solution
should have full digital capabilities from
document storage to editing. It should be
secure enough to allow content sharing
across the world with full encryption and
security. Any user, regardless of location,
should feel confident enough to start a new

According

to

Dr.

Henriette
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Seminar on Career Guidance

BMCM-MCA has organized seminar on career guidance for the students. In this seminar they
gave information about the future scope of the students in IT field and recent demanding Skill
development program.
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